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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of the late Richard E. Crandall.

Title word cross-reference

12 [100]. 2 · 3 · 5 · · · p ± 1 [16, 29]. 3 · 2k [70]. 3x + 1 [8]. $49.95$ [157]. L

-series [168, 139].

23 [17].

38 [29].

60th [171].


Qmedtrix [163]. Quantitative [15]. quantum [64]. Quinn [132].


unavoidable [35]. Unified [139]. Universal [85]. using [93, 107, 118].
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xvi [157].

Zeta [73, 90, 168, 167, 64, 76, 77, 116, 139]. Zhang [68]. Zucker [117].
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Stearns:1981:QPD


Buhler:1982:PF


Crandall:1982:EGS


Crandall:1982:FIP


Crandall:1982:GSE


Crandall:1982:MAS
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Buhler:1990:CPL


Crandall:1990:NCP


Crandall:1991:ICH


Crandall:1991:MSa


Crandall:1991:MSb


Crandall:1991:SPH
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